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Abstract—Software development process is on the basis of two 

important steps each of which has to be taken seriously, system 

requirement analysis and system modeling. There have been 

many different approaches in the literature that has their own 

strengths and weaknesses to tackle these two important steps, 

however, there is none comprehensive approach. Among them, 

formal methods by using their mathematical supporting 

background could achieve a precise, clear and in detail 

requirement analysis. However they were not able to illustrate 

graphically a system for stakeholders. On the other hand, semi-

formal methods owning graphically representation of a system’s 

behavior make it easy for the stakeholders to perceive 

thoroughly. In this paper we represent an integration of object Z 

formal language and a graphically modeling tool hierarchical 

object oriented petri net. The application of business process was 

used to be modeled by this intergraded language. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many efforts have been devoted to develop software 
systems that could meet all customer expectations and without 
any faults and ambiguities. Therefore, software development 
methods succeed to attract more interests among software 
mania in last decade. In the last 25 years we observe the 
emerge of different software development approaches such as 
structural methods, mathematical, object oriented and some 
approach to develop parallel and distributed systems. 
However, none of them could be applied as a comprehensive 
approach to describe all types of systems and different aspects 
of systems. Hence, researchers pursuits an integrated method 
that cover each other’s weaknesses and bring new aspects. 
Method integration was studied in a number of contexts: 
combining formal and informal methods, combining multiple 
formal methods. Method integration can involve the definition 
of relationships between the processes of the methods being 
combined. It may happen to be involving constructing formal 
definition of the meaning of compositions written in different 
notation. Method integration can also be carried out via the 
linking of individual tools that support separate methods. 

In this paper we intend to develop an integrated approach, 
OPOZ, which is an enrichment of two different languages, 
object Z and hierarchical object oriented petri net to model 
business processes. This new approach can complete business 
process optimization and their verification with less time and 
cost comparing to using only one of them. The importance of 
formal method for developing reliable and fault tolerant 

systems has been widely recognized in last decade. Therefore, 
many formal methods have been developed. Formal methods 
based on a formal foundation only used to specify some 
aspects (control, data, structure, behavior, etc.) and only some 
types (sequential, concurrent, distributed, real time and etc.) of 
software systems. 

It is indispensible to say that there isn’t a single formal 
language to satisfy the analysis of all functional and non-
functional requirements. There exists several technical and 
philosophical reasons like, most formal methods are not able 
to describe non-functional requirements of systems or each 
formal language possess a separate set of properties to specify 
aspects of systems [1]. Integration of methods presents some 
advantages that mapping one of them to the other cannot 
achieve the same goal. Another way is that the system analyst 
modeled a system and describes its specification by different 
methods. Formal methods use different formalism and never 
an analyst could apply all these notations and formalisms on a 
single same system and if this happens it needed to model a 
system over and over which all these leads to consume time 
and cost. However, using integration language can help to 
diminish this gap in analyzing and modeling a system. 

The rest of paper organized as follows: in section 2 we 
describe main aspects of Object Z and hierarchical object 
oriented petri nets. Section 3 describes the integrated model of 
these two languages. In section 4 we develop some reduction 
rules which will be uses in business process optimization and 
finally in last section we model a simple system by this 
integrated model. 

RELATED WORK 

Formal methods up to now have been applied on safe and 
critical application. Formal method integration attracts many 
researches in recent years. Richard F. Paige [1] proposed a 
Meta model to integrate formal method and semi-formal 
method and analyze and evaluate the Meta model with some 
case studies. It is necessary to add that the way two methods 
must be chosen is based on the research [2] that defines when 
a method is incomplete and should be integrated. In [3] an 
integrated Object-Z and Use case diagram method has been 
proposed to insure the completeness and consistent of model. 
Soon-Kyeong Kim et. al. [4] develops an approach to express 
classes in class diagram via Object Z and they could reason a 
class diagram. Also the communications among class are fully 
defined as communications among OZ schemas. . A method to 
map use case diagram to Z schema has been proposed in [5] 
and a type checking by using ZTC tool was performed to 
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extract ER diagram. Furthermore, though UML models 
graphically represent the structure of models and interaction 
among them, the lack of formal definition was immensely 
required, therefore, UML models were formalized by object Z 
schema in [7]. 

Researches carried out extensive research for business 
process modeling and analysis and many modeling and 
analysis techniques have been developed. However, the lack 
of a systematic approach that software designer could take its 
steps and produce an optimum model was the reason to 
propose methods to optimize business process models [8]. Zho 
and Chen [9] claimed that business process optimization can 
lead to less running cost and turnaround time and intensify 
quality of product and customer satisfaction. Vetschera and 
Hofacker [10] by using a genetic algorithm proposed a 
mathematical modeling to optimize a business process. Tiwari 
et al [11] and Vergdis et al [18,19] developed this 
mathematical model and proposed a multi-objective 
optimization algorithm to optimize a business process. Using 
formal methods to detect bottlenecks and redundant processes 
in a model can help designers to improve their models and 
optimize their predefined objective functions. 

II. PRINCIPLE CONCEPTS 

A. Hierarchical Object Oriented Petri Net: 

HOOPN is a graphical representation of system using petri 
net and classes in object oriented paradigm [14]. A HOONet is 
a three tuple including (OIP, ION, DD) that OIP is a unique 
property and identification of a class. Inter Object Net (ION) is 
inter structural of system that represent the behavior of class 
and data dictionary (DD) declare the attribute of a class. The 
formal definition of a HOONet is [14]: 

A HOONet is a three tuple (OIP,ION,DD) that must satisfy 
the following conditions 

1) OIP is a specific place that is defined as a tuple (oip, 

pid, M0,status) 

 Oip is a variable for the unique name of a HOONet 

 Pid a unique process identifier to distinguish multiple 
instances of a class 

 M0 is a function that gives specific value to the tokens 

 Status is a flag variable to specify the state of OIP 

2) Is a type of CPN that shows the variant of attributes 

and behavior of methods 

3) DD is a dictionary of variables, token types and 

functions 

B. Object Z Formal Method: 

Applying formal methods in software development process 
is indispensible. We need to consider modularity and 
reusability concepts to deal with the complexity of today’s 
software and using methods. Therefore, using object oriented 
formal method that models a system based on objects and their 
interactions can help us. 

 
Fig. 1. The general structure of a HOONet [14] 

Here, we summarize some important concepts of object Z 
which is an extension of Z and the key important feature added 
to it is the concept of class schema [16]. Class schema 
capsulate a schema with its all operations that may effect on its 
attributes. Figure 2 shows a class schema defined in object Z. 
Specifying a system in object Z, we must identify and specify 
the underlying objects and specify the system in terms of the 
communication between the underlying objects. However, an 
object may itself be a system of communication objects. A 
class can incorporates all the features of its inherited classes 
and their local types have based on Z syntax. Variables also 
called attributes in form of Z. All details of Object z 
specification and notation can be found on [19]. 

 
Fig. 2. Class schema defined in object Z 

C. Business Process: 

Today organizations consist of a set of business process 
that each one possess a unique functionality. Business process 
can be specified and model based on goals and missions in an 
organization. In other word, each business process defines a 
specific workflow in organization and workflow in basis of 
organization operation [13]. There have been many definitions 
of business process in literature. Harvey [6] defines a business 
process as a set of specific rules to analyze a business 
problem. In last decade, many researchers devoted their efforts 
on process modeling and many notations, methods and tools 
were developed [17,18]. From organization view, different 
goals can be considered in modeling a process. Modeling 
aiming at documentation or execution and etc. some of the 
most important business process modeling are UML, EPDL, 
EPC, WSDL, BPEL4WS, BPMN. 
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III. OBJECT Z – OBJECT ORIENTED PETRI NETS (OPOZ) 

In this section we present the integrated approach of object 
Z and object oriented petri nets. Main advantages emerge by 
object oriented petri net are: 

1) Object oriented petri net is a good graphically tool to 

model concurrent and distributed system. 

2) Object oriented petri net is able to comprehensively 

describe control structure and dynamic behavior of systems. 
Also, main merits bring by object Z include suitable 

notations to describe and specify sequential system’s function 
and appropriate to define types and logical and formal 
reasoning. In addition, advantages carries out by integrated 
methods are included into these: 

1) A unified model for specifying different aspects of a 

system ( structure, control flow, data types, and functionality) 

2) A unified formal model for specifying different types of 

systems ( sequential, concurrent, and distributed systems) 

3) A rich set of complementary specification development 

and analysis techniques 

4) New theoretical and methodological research problems 

resulted from the integration. 
Similar to the [ 7,15] the general strategy is to use object 

oriented petri net to define structure and control and behavior 
of system and to use object Z schemas to define data 
abstraction , structure, system constraints and functional 
process. Therefore the structure of OPOZ net is as follow: 

A OPOZ net is a tuple (Net, OZ, des) that 

1) Net = (P,T,F) is a net structure, in which 

a) P and T are non-empty finite sets satisfying P∩T= Ø 

(P and T are the sets of places and transitions of Net, 

respectively), 

b) F (P × T)   (T × P) is a flow relation (the arcs of 

Net); 

2) OZ = (Zp, ZT,ZI) is a tuple of collection of OZ schemas 
Also we uses three functions, Pro(Z), Signature(Z), 

Title(Z) to specify the name and signature and property of 
schema. Here a schema has to satisfy following conditions: 

o               (                  (  )  

         (  )    )  

o               (                  (  )  

         (  )    )  and 

o |  |   |  | 

The first two conditions show that the signature of OZ 
schema are pair-wise disjoingt, and the last condition depicts 
that the number of OZ schema in Zp is the same as that in ZI, 
i.e. one to one correspondence. 

 des= (PM,TM,L,M0) is a net inscription that 

associates a net element in N with its notation in Z 

o PM: P→ZP  For each place p   P, S maps p 

to a unique OZ schema oz   Zp such that 

p=Title(oz). The type of p is defined by the 

signature of oz 

o  TM: T→ZT  is one to one mapping 

providing the functionality definition of Net. 

For each transition t   T, TM maps t to a 

OZ schema oz   ZT  such that t=Title(oz). 

o  L: F→ Var is the control flow definition of 

Net, where Var is the set of all hidden 

variables (through quantification) in OZT  . 

o  M0: P→ZI  is an PM-respecting (i.e. 

signature(PM(p)) = signature (M0(p)) initial 

marking of Net, where ZI is a set of OZ 

schemas defining the initial state of the 

system. 

The process of development of OPOZ model should be 
based on following steps: 

1) Considering the requirement of systems that includes a 

list of events. Each event can be model by a separate petri net 

and then integrate by common places. 

2) Using OZ schema to express data and function of 

system that defines the behavioral model of system. 

3) Define a state schema  with a specific type of each 

place 

4) Define an initial state schema of each state schema 

5) Define a functional schema for each transition and the 

predicate section of schema must be written based on the 

constraint on each transition 
That is obvious that organizations need to adapt 

themselves with the changes in customer requirements and 
therefore they have to change their business processes. 
Besides, pervious processes and pervious models are not 
usable any longer and a modification in modeling is necessary. 
Therefore, modeling business processes using this integrated 
model avoid most of remodeling. We can change schema 
predicate if there exist any changes in business functionalities. 
Hence, we develop some rules to reduce or join processes. In 
addition, if function of only a process changed, therefore only 
correspond predicate in its schema needs to be modified. 

Rule 1 – addition of a new predicate: Let P be a new place, 
Z1 be its type and state defining OZ schema, and Z2 be its 
initial state defining Z schema, addition place p to P results in: 

a) Adding z1 to Zp and Z2 to ZI 

b) Addition relationship (p,Z1) to S, and relationship 

(p,Z2) to M0 

Rule 2 – addition of a new transition: let t be a new 
transition needs to be added to the model and z be its OZ 
schema, adding t to T results in: 
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a) Adding z to ZT and 

b) Adding relationship (t,z) to TM 

Rule 3- Merging two places with same preset and post set 

Assuming p1 and p2 two places with exact equal preset 
and post sets and following condition          ( figure 3) : 

{

       
       

                 

 

where Ii and Oi are input condition and output condition of 
transition Ti respectively. Therefore merging those results in: 

a) Adding p to the P 

b) Adding  arc (p,t) to F. if (    )    then adds 

((   )  (    )   (    )) to L 

c) Adding new arc (t,p) the same opposite to the b 

d) Adding Z1 to the Zp that we use schema conjunction 

on PM(p1) and PM(p2) 

e) Adding Z2 to the ZI that we use schema conjunction 

on M0(p1) and M0(p2) and adding (p,Z0) to the M0 

 
Fig. 3. Merging two places with the same presets and post sets conditions 

Rule 4: Merging two serial transitions: 

Assuming that t1 and t2 two transitions with the exact 
same preset and post set (figure 4). 

Consider the following condition Ti . Oi = Tj .Ij =Pk 

 
Fig. 4. Merging two Transition with the same presets and post sets 

conditions 

Merging two Ti and Tj result in T and following constraints 

a) Adding t to the T 

b) Adding z schema to the ZT that define based on figure 

5. 

c) Adding new arc (p,t) to the F 

d) Removing p from P and state schema p from Zp 

e) Removing t1,t2 from T and correspond schemas from 

ZT and related arcs from F. 

 
(a)                            (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 5. Merging two ZTi , ZTj, ZT schemas(c) 

Rule 5: Merging to parallel transitions: 

Assuming T1 and T2 two parallel transitions with exact 
equal preset and post sets and with the schema t1 and t2 and 
following condition: 

a) Ti . I1,2,…, n = Tj . I1,2,…,n = Tn . I1,2,..,n 
b) Ti . O1,2,…,n = Tj . O1,2,…,n = Tn . I1,2,…,n 

The purpose of this rule is that the all function with the 
same input and output that apply simultaneously can be 
merged into one function that improves the overall 
performance of business process. The figure 6 shows this 
merging procedure. 

 

Fig. 6. Merging two parallel Transitions 
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Also, the functional states will be modified according to 
the figure 7 and it shows that predicates will be merged 
together and logical conjunction will be applied on predicate P 
and Q. 

 
Fig. 7.  The Modification of Two parallel OZ schemas 

IV. CASE STUDY 

Here we consider a car renting system and following 
interaction should be supported 

1) Checking for renting availability of a car 

2) Restoring a car to the garage 
Also all cars should be available for renting or be rented 

already. According to the pervious section with the 
requirement analysis our system component includes 
customers, cars, car state, and contracts. The overall system 
model is depicted in figure 8. 

 
Fig. 8. Model of Car renting system 

Based on the requirements of car renting system two 
events correspond to the renting a car and restoring to the 
garage have been noticed. Therefore, the HOONet structure of 
these two events are depicted  in figure 9,10. The renting 
HOONet structure includes 1) customer validating  2) car 
availability 3) car status updating , and the HOONet structure 
of restoring a car contain 1) customer validating and 2) car 
status updating and then these two nets are integrated by 
common places and figure 11 are resulted. 

 

Fig. 9. Petri net model of Renting event 

       

Fig. 10. Petri net model of Restoring event 

 

Fig. 11. Combining two petri net model (fig 9,10) based on common places 
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Based on the HOONet structure we propose three schemas 
in OZ for customers, cars and car status which are illustrated 
in figure 12,13,14 respectively. 

 

Fig. 12. Customer OZ 

 

Fig. 13. Car OZ schema 

 

Fig. 14. Car_Status OZ schema 

The last predicate in Car status shows that a car must be 
available for renting or have been rented already not both. 
Renting transaction requires both validate a customer and 
update a car status. The input of this transaction includes 
customer identification and car information and car status flag. 
The renting schema shows in figure 15. 

 

Fig. 15. Renting OZ schema 

In the renting schema we do not need the information of 
cars and therefore the restoring schema shows in figure 16 

 
Fig. 16. Restoring OZ schema 

Assuming that we need to add a new transaction that 
shows if a car is not available or the customer is not valid the 
system should reported an error message.  

Therefore adding this new transaction resulted in updating 
only one HOONet structure and designing a new schema 
which is depicted in figure 17 and figure 18 respectively. 

 
Fig. 17. Renting Error OZ schema 
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Fig. 18. New Petri net model after adding new Transition 

V. CONCLUSION 

Maturity and popularity of graphical and object oriented 
modeling expanded literary. One of the most important 
requirements of complex and large system modeling and 
analysis is their unambiguous and flawless designs. Therefore, 
experts develops variety of approaches to tackle this including 
formal methods, object oriented and etc. each of which could 
only model one of aspect of system. Here, we integrated two 
object oriented approach that could result both graphical 
representation and possess formal descriptions of system 
specification. In addition, we illustrate some rules could 
represent some changes in requirements that prevents 
remodeling of all designs.  Future works in object oriented 
formal method integration can be done in integrating aspects 
like inheritance, polymorphism in both methods. So, we are 
aiming to develop an integrated definition that includes these 
both concepts. 
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